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The End Of The World

Boss Music

Homelands

Glass Halls

Hyperspace Bonus Level
Tracks in MP3 format will be located in the Shatter folder within your Steam directory:
…Steam\steamapps\common\shatter\soundtrack
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shatter - official videogame soundtrack

Zen Bound is such an amazing experience. The graphics are amazing, the music is amazing, and it's presented so well. Definitely
worth checking out.. What a little hidden gem this is! It is a small game with a big hearth. And yes, this can be called a christian
game, but like christian rock it is good or bad not because of the christian part. And actually you can choose to be
an♥♥♥♥♥♥♥hero in this game if you wish so, so no moral values are pressed upon you.

Anyways, the game itself would be average, it works well for what it is, but the small budget shows - it is a game made by two
people. But what the game lacks in graphics it more than makes in story and characters. I don't think I ever liked game
characters so much. And the story itself is cute and epic at the same time. It gave me the feeling of reading Narnia and LotR
again with a really good sense of humor added to the mix.

So in the end I want to personally thank Ville Mönkkönen and Anne Mönkkönen, you guys made happy for the 12 hours I have
played this game.. the keys works very hard at my Pc this is high and new ,the pc, but the softwear is wrong , is it true?. Very
well done and another educational application for VR. That it's free is amazing. Thanks for this!. Neat little game. It looks very
good and I specially like the 3d camera mode. It's definitely worth the money. The only thing I am missing is a "non-mission"
mode for single-player in which you can try out all the different mechanics on your own.
If the "Finished" and "Lost"-screens would then be displayed a little shorter, this would be perfect!
. A great remake!. S'gud, I like it.. Aaaaa the memories! This is by far the best Steam game i've bought.

Worms Pinball was probably the best DOS game back in the day (DOS or Win95, can't remember honestly!) and it really was a
relaxing yet cool game to play after school and such. The graphics are still pretty sweet now being rendered for higher graphics
cards nowadays and such. Team17 are doing a great job currently re-releasing all their games! Great job.. If you think this game
is amazing based on the trailer, wait until you actually play it. Its not even finished yet and it is awesome. One of the things not
shown off in the trailer is the weapons upgrade system. You can upgrade your weapons and add a ton of new abilities, and so
far, all the ones I've seen, have a cool new animation to go along with them! Unfortunitally the ability to upgrade your character
appears to not yet be implimented, but when it is, it will add even better RPG elements to this game.

Do not let the bright colors full you, Putrefaction 2 is a dark game, in many ways every bit as dark as the first one, and it
certianly rivels the original when it comes to blood and gore! It is fun, and awesome. I really hope they finish this game soon so
I can beat it, and find out how the story ends. Its a great arcade style first person Shooter, especially for the price. Hopefully it
won't go up too much in price when its no longer in early access. Even without being finished, it surpasses the first Putrefaction.
Its not as creepy so far, but its just as violent, and gruesome!

Oh and one more thing, I didn't realize this at first, but there is a malee attack button, that you can use if you're low on
ammunition, however it switches your gun back to the pistal, so keep that in mind.. I know he's meant to be annoying, but he's
still annoying.

Also to make it worse, because the game goes through uPlay, the only way to uninstall him is to uninstall the whole game, then
uncheck Towelie on Steam, then install the game again.

He's annoying enough that I have considered this approach.
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Great game and a lot of fun, because of many interesting gimmicks. Would recommend this for any player who likes Jump &
Runs\/Parkour games.. the jump button sometimes doesnt work so you can get stuck on a platform which is really annoying.
other than that it is a reasonably good game but the jump mechanism really ruins it for me. And interesting steam punk themed
Arena shooter that unfortunately no one is playing.. Like everyone else has mentioned, it's a short but impressive VR experience
that manages to pack a lot of cool concepts into a tightnit story. Playing something episodic like this would be great.. Really nice
game. Relaxing soundtrack, and it's a lot of fun seeing what will grow from your chosen words. The plant requests by people are
great as well, really satisfying to complete player requests.. good game good memorys just fix the multiplayer and i would be
awesome
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